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Tlio problem of magnetohydrodynamic laminar flow of an electri­
cally conducting fluid along a vortical wall under the influence of 
gravity and in preHonco of transverse magnetic field is studied. The 
effect of transverse magru)tic field on the boundary layer thickness 
and on the film thickness from a vertical wall is considered when 
surface t ension is neglected
Symbols Used
X =  coordinate axis along direction of motion 
y — coordinate axis normal to wall 
u — x-component of local velocity
V — component of local velocity
P, p, p, (T =  pressure, density, viscosity and electrical conductivity of the fluid, 
respectively
g =  acceleration due to gravity
V — Kinematic viscosity of the liquid 
h{x) =  film thickness
(^ (a;) =  boundary layer thickness 
M  =  Hartmann number 
B =  external magnetic field
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Magnetohydrodynamic laminar flow along a vertical wall
^ — dimensionless variable |
 ^ =  dimensionless variable =  1 +  J
K  =
Introduction
The solution of the laminar accelerated flow of a thin film falling along a v e r t ic a l  
wall has been investigated by Haugen (1968). In his analysis the film is con­
sidered to have initial thickness h^  and uniform velocity U^ . Duo to gravitational
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acceleration, the velocity 11$ in the core fluid outside the boundary layer increases 
along the length.
The problem considered here is the laminar accelerating flow of an incom­
pressible conducting fluid along a vertical wall under the influence of gravity and 
in presence of transverse magnetic field when surface tension effects are neglected. 
The effects of magnetic field on the boundary layer thickness and on the film 
thickness respectively have been investigated. Also, for fully developed flow 
the uniform flow thickness is reached at infinite distance. When Jlf =  0, i.a , 
when transverse magnetic field is not applied it reduces to the case of Haugen.
Equations of Motion
A coordinate system is chosen with the v^ all lying along the positive a:-axis and the yy-axis being perpendicular to it Assuming the ratc^  of change of film 
thickness to bo small, the velocity comjjonent normal to the surface of the wall 
will be small compared to the velocity component in the main direction of flow along the wall. Under these conditions, continuity and Navior-Stoke’s equations 
may be written as
Continuity ;
d u .d v  __  ^
dx dy (1)
Momentum ;
du , du 1 dp . , d^ u (T B^u
dx^ dy p dx^  dtf p
. . .  (2)
Neglecting the pressure gradient, the integral form of the continuity equation 
and momentum equation becomes :
J M(a:)d2/+Z7i,(a;)[ (^a;)—<5(a;)] — constant ■. (3)
and
d d rrR2 fiw „  ldu\^  J  « W d j/ + s « ( » ) +  J  ( V . - u ) A y  =  .
... (4)
Method of Solution
We solve (4) by assuming a polynomial of second degree for the velocity 
function
u =  a{x)-\‘ h{x)y'^ ... (5)
Tho coefficients a{x) and h{x) are evaluated by using the following conditions : 
M =  0 at 2^ =  0, '
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i =  Us and =  0 at 2/ = (6)
Tho first condition of (6) is that of no-slip at the wall and the second is that at 
tho freo surface of tho boundary layer.
Honco equation (5), bocomes
... (7)
13y using equation (7), equation (4) becomes
UsS _  2Usv
3 S ’
... (8)
or
2 „ 2 d 5  2dUs dC7, ,  Usv 
l5  dx r r  da: ( -T ) ’ ... (9)
For tho case of zero prossuro gradients, Euler’s equation may bo written as
dx "
(10)
Us = W-^2gx)K
Substituting tho values of Ug in equation (9), we have
" f t ) .
Changing equation (12) into non-dimensional form, we have
( 11)
(12)
(13)
where 5 =  x —
«o 0^
^2_^2____________ 1
M  ^=
(14)
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Case I  : when K  is small.
The solution of equation (13) is
^  + c f -» ( l+ £ f ) - i .
at  ^=  1,5 — 0; therefore c =  —9&^ (1+ t$ K)
Honoe,
«  ( l + l f  ^)]* -  (15)
Case II . When K  is large:
The solution of (13) is
== 106  ^ f 9 7 _  9 8.7.6 _ _ 9 j ^ 6
^  La : ^  ^   ^ A«  ^ ^
, 9.8.7.6.5^4> fl_9.8.7.6.5.4.3 .
at  ^— I,  ^— 0; therefore,
1 9 ,9.8 98.7,9 .8 .7 .6  9.87.65 ,
0 =  - 1 0 ^ - [ ^ - ^ - 2 + i c 2 - : p - +  K ^ - - K > -  +
9.8.7.6 5.4_9.8.7.6.6.4,3 , 1 9 _  |9 I j,
K ’’ ' K» " i^T* ^ "  ]
_ 9 ^ 7  ) _ ) +
+9.8 .7_6 .5 .4^_^_,^_e ) _ ? ; 8 ^ 5 ^  )+
K .* J\.°
+ H , («-* ) -  ^  )] * -  (1**)
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Determination of film thickness :
Using equation (3), the film thicknoss is given by
=  H x ) + ^ - S S  ^  dy, 
Us 0 Us
... (17)
-- =  u, ... (18)
Do 3 ... (19)
Therefore,
Thus equations (15), (16) and (19) determines the boundary layer thicknoss and 
film thickness, respectively and is plotted in figures 1 and 2.
Solution in Fully Developed Region
Since, in fully developed region the tilm thicknoss h{x) and boundary layer 
thicknoss S{ac) coincide, so in this region tlie continuity equation (3) and momon* 
turn equation (4), becomes
J udy ^  KU, ^ . . .  (20)
and
, 1  h i x )  , 1  ('•(a)) n-D2 fi(a-)-  / J  u{x)'Hy^U^{x) J  u{x)dy-\~gS{x)-]r -  J  {Us-u)dycl:r 0 (lx p 0
Substituting (20) in (21), wo have 
d^
df
Solving equation (22) numerically when =  1-0, we have
log - lau-i
 ^ U - l ) “ 17^21 V21
(21)
(22)
(23)
where
, ,  .  - f . + A . . .  ^
Q * - iy
where  ^ , i.e., at on set of fully developed flow.
V21
C o n c l u s i o n s
In  the present work, MHD laminar flow of an eleotrioally conduoting fluid 
along a Vertical wall in presenoe of transverse magnetic held is considered, and 
a number of analytical solutions have been presented, which are given in equations 
(7), (16), (16), (19) and (23). The analysis provides a better understanding of 
till; film  flow of the type that generally occurs in cooling films and which is often 
found in  chemical process packing towers. In the present problem, only the 
m agnetic force, the viscous force and the gravitational force are the important 
forces; hence Hartmann number M  and ^ are the important parameters. In 
equation (15) as K  tends to zero, we have, the boundary layer thickness in ordinary 
l)ydrod3mamics From figure 1, it is clear that (i) for fixed value of 0*® and for a
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VARIABLE I ,
particular value of Hartmann number the boundary layer thickness S increases 
as  ^ increases; (ii) for fixed value of  ^ the boundary layer thickness decreases as 
Hartman number increases; {Hi) for fixed value of  ^ and Hartman number the 
Ijoundary layer thickness increases as increases. From figure 2, it is clear 
that (i) for fixed value of  ^ the film thickness increases as increases and (u) for 
fixed value of  ^the film thickness decreases as Hartman number increases. When 
magnetic field is .very large, it is clear from equation (16) that the boundary layer 
7
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FIC. 2 FILM THICKNESS VERSUS DIMENSIONLESS VARIABLE
iilicknesB becomes zero. From etiuatiori (23) it is clear that for  ^^  1, i.e , lor 
fully developed flow the uniform flow thicknosa ia reached at infinite distance,
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